WhistlePig began when Founder & Chief Steward of the Brand Raj Peter Bhakta purchased the farm in 2007. After a few years of deep consideration and personal reflection, he committed to crafting the best farm-to-bottle rye. With help from Master Distiller Dave Pickerell, they discovered and purchased an incredible stock of blending whiskey in Canada that was profoundly misused. That initial stock of whiskey, for which we are forever grateful, is what allowed us to pursue our vision of a fully farm-to-bottle distillery.

**WHY RHYE**

Rye Whiskey has the potential to be best whiskey in the world. There is no more flavorful whiskey than Rye; it has a robust, spicy character, and a dark, rich flavor. As rye contains less sugar than any other grain, Rye Whiskey is a challenge to produce, requiring aging longer than other whiskies to attain a desired smoothness. But when handled properly, there is no comparison: the brat rye whiskey, once tamed, emerges from many years in the barrel with the power of a linebacker and the grace of a ballerina.
FARMSTOCK

This 12 year-old Rye Whiskey is a marriage of whiskeys that have been finished in Port, French Sauternes, and Madeira casks. We’ve taken the elements that are most quintessential in an American rye – boldness and character – and fused them with the elegance and grace of a fine single malt.

Inspired by the Old World

This 12-year-old Rye Whiskey is a marriage of whiskeys that have been finished in Port, French Sauternes, and Madeira casks. We’ve taken the elements that are most quintessential in an American rye – boldness and character – and fused them with the elegance and grace of a fine single malt.

- A MARRIAGE OF WHISKEYS, FINISHED IN OLD WORLD CASKS: 63% MADEIRA FINISH, 30% SAUTERNES FINISH, 7% PORT FINISH
- ROBB REPORT BEST OF THE BEST, 2016
- AGED 12 YEARS, HAND BOTTLED AT 86 PROOF
- CRAFTED BY FORMER MAKER’S MARK MASTER DISTILLER DAVE PICKERELL.

10 Year Straight Rye

The first WhistlePig product aged in Vermont Estate Oak harvested right from our farm.

- OUR OLDEST WHISKEY, IT’S BEEN WAITING FOR YOU FOR 15 YEARS
- KENTUCKY OAK TREES ARE FAT, VERMONT ONES ARE TIGHT
- TIGHT WOOD DELIVERS MORE FLAVOR AND DEPTH
- 92 PROOF

Just remember – tight is better than fat. And old is better than young. In whiskey at least.

Made of and on the farm

FarmStock is a historic step in realizing our vision of creating true farm-to-bottle whiskey. It is the manifestation of the dream that launched the company: to produce the nest whiskey in the world from our Vermont farm.

- HISTORIC LIMITED RELEASE BY THE WORLD’S PREEMINENT RYE WHISKEY BRAND
- THE DEBUT OF THE WORLD’S FIRST “TRIPLE TERRIOR” WHISKEY MADE FROM OUR GRAIN, OUR WATER, OUR WOOD
- TRIPLE TERRIOR MEANS WHISKEY MADE FROM GRAIN WE GREW ON OUR FARM, AGED IN BARRELS MADE FROM OUR LAND, AND PROOFED WITH WATER FROM OUR OWN WELL